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Abstract

This brief survey on control engineering in the United States cov�

ers educational activities at the undergraduate and graduate level� in

addition to activities in continuing education� A brief history of con�

trol research is also included� The major di�erences between control

education in the United States and most other countries is that spe�

cialization in control systems occurs mostly at the graduate level and

departments of control engineering are very rare�

� Introduction

Control engineering education in the United States is structured di�erently
than most other countries� There are only three accredited� see ���� control
engineering programs in the entire United States� they are at the University
of California at San Diego� Case Western Reserve University� and the Uni�
versity of West Florida� At the undergraduate level� control engineering is
generally included as an area of specialization in the standard engineering
degree programs� i�e� electrical engineering� chemical engineering� mechani�
cal engineering� aeronautical engineering� etc� Normally not more than two
to three control courses are o�ered in such specializations� At the graduate
level one can study control engineering more intensively� but the title of the
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graduate degree is generally that of one of the standard engineering 	elds�
e�g� Ph�D� in Electrical Engineering rather than Ph�D� in Control Engineer�
ing� This is in sharp contrast with most other countries where specialized
departments and degrees in control engineering are common�

There are two other important factors which e�ect engineering education
in general� and control engineering in particular� in the United States� they
are the limited preparation students entering engineering programs have in
mathematics and science � and the limitation of the 	rst engineering degree
to four years of study� Both these factors have a negative impact on control
education�

� Undergraduate Control Education

At the undergraduate level most engineering departments in the United
States o�er at least one introductory control systems course� This course
normally includes classical control concepts� such as Nyquist stability� root�
locus� Routh�Hurwitz stability criterion� etc� with some introduction to dig�
ital control and state�space modelling� A standard text used for this intro�
ductory course is the text of Franklin et� al� �
�� It is interesting to note
that most introductory texts still present only �classical� control concepts�
dating back to the late 	fties� Very little of the theory developed in the past
twenty years has found its way into undergraduate text books� Two new
books that introduce some of the more recent theory are the texts of Doyle�
Francis� and Tannenbaum �� and Boyd and Barratt ���� The latter text is
especially useful in dealing with the problem of multiobjective design and
tradeo�s� a topic often neglected even at the graduate level� However� even
though introductory in nature� both books are a bit too advanced for most
undergraduates� In ��� simple interpolation theory is suggested as a vehicle
for introducing more synthesis in undergraduate control courses� See also ����

Many departments also o�er a second course in control which includes the
study of more advanced topics� e�g� nonlinear systems� state�space design�
computer control� etc� Introductory text books in the control area generally
include chapters on these �advanced� topics� See� for example Phillips and
Harbor ����� The text of Friedland ���� provides an introduction to state�
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space design methods that is accessible to undergraduate students�

To get some idea of the control topics generally covered in undergraduate
programs in the United States� we list below subjects required in the B� S�
in Electrical Engineering together with the percentage of programs that ac�
tually required the particular subject�

����� Routh�Hurwitz criterion
���� Nyquist stability criterion
���� Root�locus methods
�
�� State�space methods
����� Signal��ow analysis
����� Sampled�data systems
����� Describing�function analysis

The above data is taken from reference �����

The mathematical prerequisites required for undergraduate control courses
are generally minimal� In a survey taken in ����� see reference ����� only
��� of electrical engineering departments in the country required a course
in linear algebra for their degree program� and only �
� required a course in
complex variables� In many countries these two courses are taken by all en�
gineering students� For a comparison of engineering education in the United
States with other countries� see reference ����� Often even the Laplace trans�
form is not a prerequisite for the introductory control course�

Since specialization in control engineering at the undergraduate level is very
limited� many students interested in this 	eld go to graduate school to com�
plete their studies� Indeed at the present time approximately 
� of all
engineering bachelor degree graduates go on to obtain a master�s degree� It
has been suggested that the 	rst engineering degree in the United States be
at the graduate level� see for example reference ��
�� This idea is gaining some
momentum� the electrical and aeronautical engineering departments at MIT
now target the masters degree as the �	rst professional degree�� however the
four�year bachelors degree continues to be the commonly acknowledged 	rst
engineering degree in the United States�






� Graduate Control Education

Most engineering departments in the United States o�er a specialization in
control systems at the graduate level� The following are control courses typ�
ically o�ered at the graduate level ����� Next to each course we list sample
texts�

Linear multivariable systems� ���
Linear quadratic control����� ���
Digital control� ���
Nonlinear systems� ����
Adaptive control� ����
Optimal control� ����
Robust control� ���������
Stochastic estimation and control� ����

The most common graduate level control course is a course on linear multi�
variable systems� Courses in this area generally include state�space methods
and matrix�fraction�description methods� Some material on linear�quadratic
control is also often included in the multivariable course�

In addition to the above� many special topics are commonly o�ered� e� g�
Intelligent control� Fuzzy�logic control� Large�scale systems� H� control etc�
Most graduate level control programs are very theoretical� especially within
electrical engineering departments� A high level of mathematical preparation
is expected� Since most undergraduate degree programs in the United States
provide only modest preparation in mathematics� foreign students make up
a large fraction of the graduate student population�

As noted above� control education at the graduate level in the United States
tends to be rather theoretical� The master�s degree is generally considered
to be the 	rst step towards the theoretically oriented Ph�D� degree� There
are some e�orts to establish practice oriented master of engineering degrees�
This should have a positive e�ect on control engineering education in the
United States�
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� Continuing Education

Many universities o�er short courses for practicing engineers� In addition
videotaped courses are available at a national level through the Association
for Media�Based Continuing Education for Engineers �AMCEE�� Some titles
of control courses found in the ������
 AMCEE catalog include�

Fuzzy theory and applications
Applied Kalman �ltering
Control system design
Designing robust multivariable control systems using H� and � methods
Digital control of dynamic systems
Multivariable control theory
Robot control

Finally it should be noted that many practicing engineers in the United
States pursue advanced studies at Universities on a part time basis� often
with full 	nancial support from their company�

� A Brief History of Control Engineering

Research

One of the major centers for control research in the United states was without
doubt the Bell Telephone Laboratories� Most of the early theoretical develop�
ments in the 	eld originated at �Bell Labs�� e�g� Black�s concept of feedback
for the design of accurate electronic ampli	ers� Nyquist�s stability criterion�
Bode�s frequency domain design techniques� etc� During World War II� the
Radiation Laboratory at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology was a fo�
cal point for war related control engineering research� Many of the results of
this research e�ort are documented in the classic �Rad� Lab�� volume ��
Theory of Servomechanisms edited by James� Nichols� and Phillips ����� The
period ������ witnessed an explosion of new theory� from the state�space
concepts developed by Rudolph Kalman and his colleagues at the Research
Institute for Advanced Studies� to the optimization concepts of Richard Bell�
man at the Rand Corporation� Much of this research was motivated by the
competition with the U�S�S�R in space and in defense� During this period





of time research activities at Universities also �ourished� Important lead�
ers of the time were John Ragazzini at Columbia University �Sampled�data
systems�� John Truxal at the Poytechnic Institute of Brooklyn �Adaptive
control�� John Gibson at Purdue University �Nonlinear control�� William
Perkins and Jos�e Cruz at the University of Illinois �Sensitivity design�� Mi�
hajlo Mesarovi�c at Case Institute of Technology �Multivariable control�� and
Michael Athans at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology �Optimal con�
trol�� Now there are signi	cant research activities in every major University
in the United States� However the end of the cold war and a large national
debt is likely to signi	cantly reduce the level of sponsored research for the
immediate future�

� Conclusions

At the undergraduate level opportunities for studies in control engineering
are rather limited in the United States� Specialization in this area normally
occurs at the graduate level� At the present time there is a high level of
research activity in the control area� Certainly the United States is a world
leader in control systems research� However the picture for the near future
is not so clear due reductions in defence spending�
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